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Your Guide to a Successful Implementation



Implementing a successful route optimization solution 

in public works operations — from residential waste collection to street sweeping 

to winter maintenance — requires a strategic business process. 

At RouteSmart, our veteran industry experts immerse  
themselves in your culture to help manage expectations 
throughout the process.

This eBook serves as your step-by-step guide for achieving  
a successful implementation and maximizing your investment 
in the future. 

EMBRACE
route planning  
as a business  

system

COMMIT
to a global  

investment with  
sustained value

BUILD
relationships  
to continue  

engagement
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Before you can achieve success, you need to determine 
how it will be measured. 

Start by setting measurable goals, identifying your key 
performance indicators (KPIs) and establishing how 
those KPIs will be used to determine the value of your 
route optimization projects.

Based on your goals, develop a project schedule with 
your full implementation target date and milestones to 
achieve along the way. Plan on establishing a phased 
rollout — piloting in a small region before applying to 
broader projects — with projects prioritized based on 
those you anticipate providing the greatest ROI. Start 
with one project, such as residential waste collection, 
and complete it before proceeding to the next initiative.

DEFINE SUCCESS AND DELIVERABLES
STEP 1

Reduce number 
of vehicles

Increase asset 
utilization

Reduce route 
planning time

Reduce total 
travel distances

Eliminate  
overtime hours

Improve customer 
satisfaction

Key Performance Indicators
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With your goals and KPIs established, assemble key participants from various departments  
to form your route optimization team. To ensure a successful implementation, keep in mind 
how each role plays an integral part in the strategic process.

BUILD A STRONG TEAM
STEP 2

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT | Provides leadership for the route optimization project. 
Directors, managers and supervisors will all be valuable resources.

DATA ANALYSTS | Provide and refine your current address information and routing data.

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) SPECIALISTS | Provide valuable GIS data 
related to the project.

IT STAFF | Manage hardware purchases, security issues and software installation.

END-USERS | Utilize your route optimization software regularly.

DRIVERS | Assist with field testing of your optimized routes.

PROJECT CHAMPION | Holds accountability of the initiative and remains involved 
beyond the buying decision. 
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Early in the process, arrange meetings between our team, your identified IT staff  
and any third-party groups to discuss requirements and ensure our systems can  
integrate together seamlessly.

INTEGRATE OUR SYSTEMS
STEP 3

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

IT infrastructure

On-premise and cloud deployment

DATA REQUIREMENTS

Routing data storage and format

Address information about your service locations

Operations data specific to delivery/pick-up  
volumes and time-of-service restrictions
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COLLECT QUALITY DATA
STEP 4

With the data requirements established, begin collecting the highest-quality data. While you  
likely have all this data living in your customer relationship management system, it’s crucial to  
thoroughly assess the accuracy and completeness as soon as possible. Focus on a data quality  
program to help you achieve success and maximize returns on your technology investment. 

Understand your specific data needs. Request a data model of required and optional  
information from our team to improve information sharing between our systems.

Analyze your address data. Assess our feedback on a geocoding test to see how easily 
and accurately your customer base will be pinned on the maps. 

Review your current route information. Understanding how you work today holds  
an important role in benchmarking and updating your routes.

Enhance your own street data or use ours. Ensure the data you use to route over the  
street network allows for accurate route projections. Accurate route plans with turn- 
by-turn directions requires key information including connected intersections, one-way  
travel, overpasses, and travel speeds by street class. We also offer the option to purchase  
commercial street data from HERE Technologies.
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Gather your identified key participants and lead a team meeting to cover 
goals, milestones and related timelines. From this meeting, you should  
have an agreed upon ideal schedule for completion and established  
training sessions for you and your staff.

When scheduling trainings, plan to hold multiple sessions  
to accommodate your team’s schedules and remember to:

Allow 2–3 weeks between each workshop to absorb,  
review and practice.

Schedule training sessions according to the priority  
of your projects.

Allot 6–8 hours of uninterrupted time each day for  
each training session.

Ensure your team will have access to your own data  
to work through the specific requirements for your  
routing projects.

KICK OFF THE INITIATIVE
STEP 5

CONTACT US 

TODAY  
to learn about our 
basic and advanced 
training options that 
meet your budget 
and timing needs. 

Scan the QR code with  
your smartphone’s camera
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EVOLVE AFTER LAUNCH
STEP 6

Access to the best support is critical to your success. Our proven system continuously evolves, refines 
data collection and models routes as you gather more insight into specific needs and challenges.

Get the most out of your investment after initial implementation — participate and engage in  
our continued learning and technical support offerings.

CONTINUED LEARNING

Webinars & online training

Advanced & customized 
training courses

Online user community

Become a RouteSmart  
Certified Routing  
Professional

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Live support technicians 
available via phone  
and email 

Web-based, remote  
sessions available  
upon request 

24/7 online form  
to securely upload  
digital files
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SOLVE your everyday routing needs with our flagship solution’s comprehensive suite 
of vehicle routing tools that model the unique constraints of routing high-density 
residential and commercial service workloads.

INTEGRATE RaaS with your customer relationship management system to support 
dynamic daily route balancing and sequencing for processes such as bulky collection. 
RaaS web services provide access to our powerful optimization algorithms through 
standard APIs, making implementation and ROI faster than ever.

NAVIGATE collection crews and guide them via the same street data used during 
route planning with the only in-vehicle system fully integrated with RouteSmart 

Technologies. Keep track of crew progress in real-time and enable exception reporting.

OUR PROVEN  
ROUTE OPTIMIZATION SOLUTIONS
With scalable technology that can solve low- and high-density route optimization challenges,  
our robust solutions meet your industry’s demanding operational needs.

AN UP-FRONT INVESTMENT RESULTS IN LONG-TERM VALUE. 
Discover how RouteSmart can improve your bottom-line results with our  
cost savings calculator. 
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THE WORLD’S MOST INTELLIGENT 
ROUTING SYSTEM

As a leading provider of route optimization solutions,  
we address the most complex routing challenges for  
clients around the globe. Through our precise and detailed 
approach, we help improve route safety, provide operating 
cost reduction, and achieve efficiencies through route  
planning automation.

Rooted in research and focused on continuous enhancement, 
our team of leading industry experts and global network of 
distributors and partners intimately understand the routing 
challenges you face and constantly innovate our routing 
solutions to meet your changing distribution demands.

START YOUR  
JOURNEY WITH  
ROUTESMART

Contact Business Development Manager Jessica Cearfoss 

at 800.977.7284 ext. 3100 or jcearfoss@routesmart.com.

ROUTESMART.COM/PWOPTIMIZATION |  800.977.7284

mailto:jcearfoss%40routesmart.com?subject=
https://www.routesmart.com/pwoptimization
https://www.facebook.com/RouteSmartTechnologies/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/routesmart-technologies/
https://twitter.com/routesmart
https://www.instagram.com/routesmarttechnologies/


Cost Savings Calculator



				Public Works Cost Savings Analysis Calculator												d

				SAMPLE 
(AVERAGE SAVINGS AMONG ROUTESMART CUSTOMERS)

		Route Savings Factor		Basis for Calculation		Savings 
per route		Savings 
per route



		Decrease vehicle mileage		- Cost of gallon of fuel x average mpg x average miles per day x average % saved using RouteSmart


				$2.50 per gallon divided by 4 mpg x 50 miles per route x 5% average miles saved		$1.56		$0.00

Douglas Hill: Douglas Hill:
Enter your values here.


		Average increase in personnel utilization		- Reduced overtime costs
- Increasing all workers to full work day

				1 hour average overtime per route. Average hourly wage $15.00 x 1.5x OT rate		$22.50		$0.00

		Better use of vehicles		- Reduction in tipping fees - fewer trips to landfill with increased efficiency of routes
- Make vehicles more productive every day with balanced routes spanning 8 hours								Enter your cost savings 
values in the boxes to 
determine your 
Estimated Savings Per Route

				$100 per trip x 10%		$10.00		$0.00

		Reduction in fixed costs due to decreased number of routes		- Fixed cost (lease, insurance, etc. for truck, insurance, wages, fixed personnel costs, etc.)
- 10% fewer routes
- $10 reduction per route average

				$100 fixed costs x 10% reduction in routes		$10.00		$0.00

		Improved customer satisfaction		- On-time performance to commercial customers has value
- Keep customers longer
- Don't have to re-service if you get there too early/late
- 10% improvement in customer satisfaction
- Keeping 1 customer per route from your competitor

				Daily value of keeping 1 customer		$2.00		$0.00



		TOTAL ESTIMATED DAILY SAVINGS PER ROUTE				$46.06		$0.00





								YOUR ESTIMATED
DAILY SAVINGS

		TOTAL ESTIMATED DAILY SAVINGS PER ROUTE x YOUR FLEET SIZE				120		$0.00				Enter your fleet size in the 
box to see your 
Estimated Daily Savings



								YOUR ESTIMATED 
ANNUAL SAVINGS

		TOTAL ESTIMATED DAILY SAVINGS x NUMBER OF COLLECTION DAYS PER YEAR				260		$0.00				Enter your collection days
per year in the box to see your
Estimated Annual Savings
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